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Royal events

student on track
Stars in their eyes! Scooter
to success
An American boyband
has taken NLA by storm as
part of a whistle-stop tour of
UK schools.

Zach, Nathan and Cameron, who are all in
their early twenties, rose to fame in America
on the Disney channel and are currently
signed to Hollywood Records. The band are
about to go on tour in America with Selena
Gomez. The Californian trio also include
All Star Weekend entertained Year 7 with Justin Beiber as a close friend.
songs from their album followed by a
question and answer session. They also They were a massive hit with the students
signed autographs and posed for photos with who were very excited to have such a
successful band at the Academy. Year 7
the star-struck students.

student, Molly Hart said: “They were
amazing! I just wished they’d brought Justin
with them too.”
It was not only the students who were
impressed that day. All Star Weekend
commented on how amazed they were at
the facilities: “North Liverpool Academy was
a pleasure to visit. I wish our school had
been as cool. The music programme seems
awesome. The staff welcomed us with open
arms and the students were energetic and
fun to play for.”

NLA rider Andrew Cheung
has been preparing for his
scooter racing debut at the
Aintree Sprint.
The Academy’s racing team have worked
hard to make sure the bike is race ready for
the big day. The scooter has been recorded
at 102mph on our new Dyno machine. It is
part of the motorbike equipment in the
Academy’s new Monaghan Memorial
Centre. The Vehicle Technology
Centre was opened recently by the
widow of former NLA technician
Paul Monaghan.
The motorcycle dynamometer at the
Centre allows students to test engine
performance. The superb facilities will
help to ensure that the talented teenager
is a real competitor on his race debut.

NLA staff raise funds Girls’ team is third
in charity climb
in the country!
NLA staff have scaled the
One teacher who took part was fitness enthusiast,
McDaid. He had an extremely enjoyable day
heights of Mount Snowdon Mr
but still found it a challenge: “It was great to see
to raise over £500 for charity. everybody make it to the top and it really was a
great achievement. It also meant that a lot of
The group took on the challenge in support money was raised for charity, which was clearly
of the Muktangan charity, which helps the most important aspect of the whole day.”
disadvantaged youngsters in Mumbai,
alongside the Neth Sawan Sarana More fundraising activities are planned in the
Orphanage.
future so be on the lookout for any opportunities
to get involved! Members of the staff team taking
The fundraising day started with the bus part were: Martyn Close, James Rigby, Matthew
leaving at 5:30 in the morning in order to get Brown, Sam Evans, Richard Crosby, Mattie
to the North Wales location. An early start Baines, Austyn Fry, Siobhan Vipond, Carol
was needed to give enough time to complete O'Keefe, Heather Sheriton, Liam McDaid, Gary
the climb and return to the foot of the Pye, Jen Rawlinson, John Buxton, Claire Seavor,
mountain.
Trevor Myatt, Kevin
Maddocks and Ollie,
Kevin's dog, who found
the going a bit ruff!

Following their national
success, the girls went on
to become Merseyside
5-a-side Champions.

The football season for Years 7
and 8 has been a huge success.
NLA’s Under 13 team qualified for the Nationals and
went on to represent Liverpool FC at the Reebok
Stadium. The girls finished in a very impressive third
position out of 550 schools nationwide. They have
represented NLA in an outstanding manner and put all
their effort into the team’s success.

Following their national success, the girls went on to
become Merseyside 5-a-side Champions. This was a
great achievement and the team then headed to
Manchester where they represented Merseyside,
coming second in the North West.
The Year 7 and 8 teams also won their Leagues,
making them Liverpool Development League
Champions. This was a great success for both teams
as they beat some difficult competition for the top
spot. The Year 7 top scorer was Caitlin Edwards with
50 goals and the Year 8 top scorer with 19 goals was
Courtney Barrett.

The combined football team members are:
- Steph McCann , Cora Mason, Courtney
Barratt, Chloe Park, Megan Leywood, Ellie
Jopson, Abbie Bell, Anna Pickwick, Holly
Read, Amy Potter, Charlie Duffy, Hannah

Simpson, Sophie Brown, Sara Bicoza,
Georgia O’Brien,Caitlin Edwards, Lydia
Jones, Janine Eden, Hannah Lewington,
Callie Shortall, Charlotte Powell and
Aleisha Jones.
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Film Club’s celebrity guest
NLA has welcomed students from other
schools and David Aliu from National
Basketball Champions, Mersey Tigers, to the
Academy’s Film Club.

“He also regaled the audience with amusing tales
of his time playing basketball in the States.”

Our students were on hand to usher guests to their seats and serve popcorn
and refreshments at a special screening of Glory Road. David explained to
the audience why he felt the film was important as it depicts a significant
moment in the history of black basketball players in the United States.
He also regaled the audience with amusing tales of his time playing
basketball in the States. The young people were also able to have their photo
taken with David and the three trophies currently held by the team. Thanks to
Ben Howarth of Film Club for organising the event. We hope to bring you
more events in the future - watch out for announcements!

Catering for every need
By Miss Bush

Year 9 Hospitality and Catering
students have visited Il Forno Italian
restaurant on Duke Street.
Students went to consolidate their learning about Italian
food and culture. They were immaculately behaved and
asked the staff sensible and relevant questions. These
related to where the ingredients were sourced, methods of
cooking certain dishes and the outline of a typical working
kitchen to watch the chefs prepare and cook the dishes.
day.
First of all we saw the walk-in fridges and freezers, storage
The format of the trip involved the manager giving us a brief spaces and the different types of equipment. We then
overview of the restaurant’s history, what Il Forno means, watched the chefs prepare and make a meal from scratch
and explaining the types of ingredients they use. We were as orders came in from the customers. The students asked
split into two groups with half watching the staff make a more questions about preparing and making the dish.
pizza while the others went to the ice cream making
It was an extremely worthwhile trip and an excellent
section, before switching over.
opportunity to see how traditional Mexican dishes are
The students were able to make their own pizza with prepared and made, using deep fat fryers and tortilla
toppings of their choice and cook it in the giant oven. We dough cutters. From my point of view, it was a pleasure to
also were given free pots of ice cream in tiramusu and watch how engrossed the students were in seeing how
lemon flavours. They thoroughly enjoyed the day with five chefs went about their work. Both trips were a great
pupils commenting that it was the best trip they had ever success and the students were an enormous credit to the
Academy.
been on!

Mexican dishes
The group has also visited the Mexican Tavern on
Smithdown Road to reinforce their learning about the food,
ingredients and culture. Again, the hospitality we received
was fantastic. We were given a table upstairs with a range
of dips and nachos prepared on the premises. There was
also a mixture of beans in a salsa dressing, bread and a
plate of risotto which the students were not shy about
tucking into!
The manager was asked where the ingredients were
sourced, what type of chillies were used and what was the
most popular dish on the menu. We were taken to the

Enterprise Project

A group of Year 7 students has recently been selected to work with
the Mersey Tigers to promote the basketball club and sell tickets for
matches around the school. Thirty seven students attended the first
interview, from which twenty students were selected by Mr Moss and a
representative from the club. The students will be receiving
commission from their ticket sales.
Faye Jones, one of the successful students, was excited about the prospect of working with Mersey Tigers: “I am
really looking forward to starting the project as it sounds like good fun. It will also look really good on my Record of
Achievement when I get older and it should help me to stand out.”
Keep your eyes open for Mersey Tigers events being promoted around the school from September and please
support our Year 7 students by buying tickets and attending some matches - it’s a great day out. For any more
information please see Mr Moss in room 1009.

School of rock
As part of the after school enrichment programme, students have
been enjoying sessions at the Climbing Hangar.
The Liverpool based centre is the largest dedicated bouldering facility in the UK. Under the instruction of
experienced staff, the students are encouraged to develop their climbing ability and challenge themselves.
There are rock slabs and overhangs where the students test the strength of their arms and legs as well as
demonstrating problem solving skills. Mr Fry has been organising the visits and, for many students, it is the first time
they have tried climbing. There are two huge warehouses, referred to as Upstairs and Downstairs, with a traverse
block linking them.
The activity has proved to be a very popular choice. One of the students who chose this enrichment, William
Ashfield said: “It’s a really good sport and more people should give it a try.” It is enrichment activities like this that
give our students the opportunity to have new experiences, develop new skills and find a future passion.
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Celebrating in style

North Liverpool Academy Year 11 students have been celebrating in
style. To mark the completion of their courses they attended a
graduation party which was hosted by the Performing Arts Department.
The fantastic event went off without a hitch and the students enjoyed a
number of activities such as ‘Hook-a-duck’ whilst listening and dancing
to the Academy DJ. They also received a CD recording of memorable
events which occurred during their school years.

College’s world vision
A group of Year 9 students have been
staying at Atlantic College in South Wales.
They were specially selected to attend a two day residential at the
college, which is for students aged 16-19 studying the International
Baccalaureate - an alternative to A Levels or BTECs. It is an
international school with students from over 80 different countries,
all living together in a 12th century castle in the picturesque village
of Llantwit Major. Once submerged in the Welsh valleys the NLA
students found themselves without a phone signal - it was
terrifying!
However, they soon forgot the city and threw themselves into a
workshop on environmental sustainability. They made shelters,
chopped wood, crafted hand tools, identified plant and animal
species, built fires and cooked their own supper. They learnt to
appreciate the hard work of sawing and stripping branches to
shape mallets. They kept the campfire going in the rain, or long
enough to toast a marshmallow!
The students did extraordinarily well over their stay, exploring the
college’s substantial grounds and the depths of the old castle.
Molly Jones and Daniel Cox reached the final of the celebrated
ninja ‘wajaaa!’ game, in a competition against other schools.

The ladies’ toilets in the old dungeon were particularly scary - no
hanging round to do your make-up in there! Sophie Cahill and
Daniel Cox said: “Atlantic College was amazing; the people were
so friendly and welcoming. The activities were fun and we enjoyed
learning about life at the college.”

Baccalaureate

All the group loved the atmosphere and education system at
Atlantic College which is incredibly encouraging as the Academy
makes its bid to become an International Baccalaureate school.
They excelled under the guidance of the college students who
were only a couple of years older and intend to mentor younger
students themselves when they reach Sixth Form.
Aimee Makrigannis said: “It was really fun and I had a great time. It
was amazing to meet people from all over the world.” Molly Jones
agreed: “It was a great experience and we learned a lot from all the
multicultural students.”
The group were also reacquainted with Scott Dwyer, a former NLA
student who has just completed his first year at the college and is
thriving in that environment. We wish the best of luck to James
Bromley who has just completed Year 11 with us and is starting at
Atlantic College in September.
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Public Services students have thrown
themselves into kayaking down at the docks.
As part of the Sixth Form Transition Week, which welcomes new members
into the upper levels of the school, students interested in the Public Services
course enjoyed a morning of watersports.
Liverpool Watersports Centre is a charitable organisation, which focuses on
recreation for the whole community. Mr Pye and Miss Conboy have
established links so that NLA sixth formers can volunteer for work at the
centre. They will be developing valuable new skills, gaining experience and
enriching their university and job applications.
Together with instructors at the centre, Mr Pye led the students on the kayak
course in very windy conditions. There were a few times when the kayaks
capsized into the cold murky water. The students didn’t mind getting wet
though and embraced the camaraderie, jumping back into the depths of the
dock, with teacher in tow.
The trip was an introduction to the Watersports module of the Public Services
course. From September, students taking the course will be spending more
time at the centre. Besides trying new sports and learning new skills, they will
be completing the written research portion of the module in the centre’s
classroom. Immersed in the environment, with experts on hand, NLA students
can focus on what the course is about.
Despite dripping with dock water, smiling red faces indicated that the students
had a good time. Francis Lawlor said: “The experience improves your
teamwork and communication skills.” Zachary Doyle and Joe Wiley added:
“We’re definitely doing that again. It’s fun and it keeps you fit.”

Students’ sign
of success
By Miss Jones

Sixth Form students have achieved an
astounding 100% pass rate on a British
Sign Language course!
The qualification has given them a skill which they can develop in
the future and pass on to their friends and family. All those
attending the ten week course behaved in a mature and sensitive
manner and Eddie, their tutor, commented regularly on their
positive attitude and commitment. The experience has enabled
the students to acquire the confidence to communicate across
barriers. The pass rate underlines the group’s dedication and
enthusiasm which was evident in each lesson.
A favourite moment was when a student, who was not part of our
group, witnessed a lesson. He was mesmerised by Eddie using
sign language to tell a funny story which had the whole group
laughing. The student said it was one of the weirdest experiences

Learning about
Liverpool’s history

of his life - seeing the group understand a hilarious story about a
swearing parrot – told through BSL (British Sign Language).
The students were asked about their experiences on the course.
Jessica Bligh said: “I liked studying BSL because the lessons
were made enjoyable and Eddie made it easy and fun to learn a
new skill.”
“I loved sign language because I was interested in learning a new
skill; also, the lessons were made really fun. Sign Language is
useful to know and it will be good to feature on my personal
statement for university.” Robyn Hornby
“I enjoyed studying BSL and I chose to study it as I was
interested in learning the basic signs. It will be really useful for my
future and it will come in handy for jobs and careers. I thought
that Eddie was thorough and a genuinely nice person. I would
recommend learning sign language for everyone as it is an
important skill to have and it is also very useful.” Darren Fisher

By Mr Fearon

A group of upcoming historians have visited
Liverpool’s world famous International Slavery Museum.
The trip was part of the Sixth Form Taster Week which was organised for our current
Year 11 students. At the museum they examined a wide range of exhibits such as robes
from the infamous Ku Klux Klan, and campaigns from charities. They learned about the
transatlantic slave trade between 1500 and 1865. Liverpool was a major slaving port
and 1.5 million enslaved Africans were carried by its ships.
The visit helped the students to think about different types of research and how to learn
independently - something the boys’ group perfected after initially going to the wrong
floor! The students’ behaviour was exemplary and they thoroughly enjoyed their trip.
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Battle of the Bands 2011

Don’t stop the music
By Dean Welsh

North Liverpool Academy has hosted its
fourth Battle of the Bands competition.
The annual event was planned and created by our Sixth Formers and
they did a truly excellent job. It was an amazing success and so
jam-packed that many members of the audience had to stand. There were
nine bands - six from NLA and three from the local community.
The bands were judged our very own Mr Tudor, Ms Gregg and Roger Hill
from Radio Merseyside. The judges gave some very positive comments
alongside constructive criticism. They also had a hand in the voting, as a
Judges’ Prize was presented as well as the Audience Vote winners
Sixth Former Jason Lawson played in the competition and said he was
‘really nervous beforehand’. However, Steven Georgeson, who played in
the same band, said he would ‘definitely do it again’.
Many students came to support the show, including Sixth Former
Darren Fisher who said: “It was really entertaining, it really hit the
spot.” Another Sixth Former, Aaron Taylor commented: “The Battle of
the Bands was a huge success this year with some of the most
amazing bands I've seen! They put on a great show and I would really
recommend seeing it next year. In the end the battle was won!”
Staff also came to see the performances. Miss Jones brought her family
and friends to watch the bands and said: “The turnout was incredible; the
overall quality of the bands was superb and the atmosphere was
amazing.” Miss Conboy agreed: “I always knew we had a lot of talent in
the Sixth Form. I’m just glad the local community got to see it.”
The band that eventually won this extraordinary contest was Arkaidence
who were the judges’ choice. The Audience Vote went to Loose Ends - a
young band from Year 10 with very promising skills for the future. All in all it
was a wonderful night for everyone.

So what did the judges think?
“The show was of an exceptionally high standard. There was real eccentricity
and lots of personality on show. More adventurous costumes were needed,
but generally all credit to those involved. There was some real talent, which will
show up in the future!” Roger Hill
“This event was fabulous! It was an honour to be asked to help judge it and it
was a delight to sit through the quality performances. I couldn’t believe how
well they did - especially those who were on at the start; they set a fabulous
tone for the evening.”
“There were lots of standouts for me; Arkaidence who were phenomenal,
Distortion who did that ridiculous, but strangely enjoyable, Pink tune. Also, The
Fourth Level who were notable for their ‘look’ and the fact they made a three
piece sound like a four piece - hard to achieve! I loved the way the performers
really seemed to be enjoying themselves; the audience really picked up on it.
Thank you to everyone involved - a triumph!” Ms Gregg
“What a fantastic night! The standard just gets higher and higher. It’s great to
see our younger bands getting better and better each year. The winners were
outstanding; there was a cluster of bands just behind them but Arkaidence were
the best!” Mr Tudor
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Students soldier on
with army activities
The Army recruitment team has
visited Year 12 and 13 Public
Services students.
The day started with a leadership presentation from Major
Miller from the Armed Forces careers office in Liverpool. He
gave a very interesting and detailed presentation, showing
students what makes a good leader. The Major described
the training given by the Army to its young officers who had
joined the force to lead soldiers into battle.
The activities were on the playing field where four command
tasks had been set up for students. They were put into three
teams with a selected leader in each team to guide their
group through the problem solving task. The activities lasted
twenty minutes each with students rotating as leader of the
group. One task called Minefield saw students trying to get
their team from one side of the field to the other with only
planks and tyres to help them. It was a fantastic day and the
students really enjoyed the activities.

Comments about the Armed Forces
visit:
“It was good fun and a real mind twister as it forced you to
think of different ways to complete the tasks, although it
always ended up as something simple. At times it was
frustrating and the amount of running almost killed us!
Overall it was a good exercise and a fun thing to do. The
funniest bit was when we were marching – we were all
laughing while doing it.” Antony Skinley
“The activities started with basic jogging across the field.
This proved too much for some members of the group and

was a sign of things to come! We were
divided into groups for problem solving tasks
which required us to work as a team while
communicating well to overcome the
problems. Despite our best efforts my group
only completed one of the four tasks.
“The first activity was the most physical as it
required us to pull a rope and hold up a heavy
seven foot plank. It gave us a disadvantage
as it tired us out in the first task! We soldiered
on, pushing our command and control skills to

high limits. We found the tasks challenging
but overall we thoroughly enjoyed the day
and would like to thank the army for making it
possible.” George Roberts

Geography
taster trip

“We participated in the tasks in groups of six.
The activities were really good but hard as
well. My team only managed to finish one of
the tasks and that was the last one. I feel that
my team took too long to decide what we had
to do. The tasks were really helpful and I
enjoyed the day.” Steven Georgeson

Performing
Arts
visit
LIPA
Performing Arts students from
NLA have been treated to a
performance of The Caucasian Chalk
Circle.
It was a fast-paced production at the Liverpool Institute for
Performing Arts (LIPA). Percussion, multimedia and
ensemble techniques were combined to present a fresh
take on this thought provoking parable. Bertolt Brecht’s
play is as relevant today as it was when written in 1944.
The story takes place in a land gripped by civil unrest.
Grusha, a serving girl, risks her life to protect the
abandoned child of an aristocrat. Pursued by Ironshirts,
rejected by her family and forced into an arranged
marriage, Grusha appears prepared to sacrifice anything to
protect the child. Years later, peace returns to the land as
does a mother seeking her child. Surely nothing is stronger
than ties of blood or is possession truly nine tenths of the
law? The stage is set for the trial by chalk circle…
The students also had a pre-show workshop in school led
by a team of second year Community Drama students. The
workshop was in advance of the student visit to LIPA and
was aimed at preparing them for the performance. They
explored the key themes and theatrical techniques used in
the production.

A group of Year 11 students have been
to New Brighton as part of the Sixth Form
Taster Week.
Geography is about observing and questioning your environment
and that is exactly what the group did when they embraced the
ingenuity of the enormous sea walls and envisaged the coastline
without them. The trip showed that the students have the potential
to be superb geographers as they displayed vision by comparing
the current reality with plans for a new tourist development.
They even braved Miss New’s wind turbine
impression to question the appropriateness of a
proposed wind farm expansion!
Despite the fact that the promised ice cream
never emerged (the shop was shut!) the
group enjoyed their outing and the next
one is already being discussed. Maybe
we will go further afield next time…
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NLA students plan Royal
Wedding events!
North Liverpool Academy joined in
the Royal Wedding celebrations with
lots of fun activities. The nationwide
event was an opportunity for NLA’s four
Houses to host a variety of events for
staff and students to enjoy.
Student members of the Leadership
Academy undertook a two day rigorous
leadership training programme. They
then spent a lot of time planning and
preparing for the day’s events. Here’s a
selection of photos from the Enrichment
Day showing just how much fun
everybody had!

Onwards and upwards for Sixth Form students
By Miss Conboy

NLA has held two
Transition Weeks which
have prepared the Sixth
Form for the coming
academic year.
The Year 12s made the transition into Year
13 with a trip to Liverpool University. They
had been invited to the Merseyside Higher
Education Conference and offered the
chance to engage with over a hundred
universities from around the country. The
students approached representatives
cautiously, generally drawn in by
universities that offered lollipops and
brightly coloured bags! Their selection
criteria ranged from national rankings to
local football clubs.
The students had the option to go to a
range of subject talks covering everything

from Chemistry to Criminology and Maths
to Media Studies. In addition, there were
practical sessions on Student Finance
and Student Life. It was an intense
introduction to university and employment
options.
Andrew Unwin commented: “The university
sessions were really helpful. It’s given me
a good idea of what university I would like
to go to. I’ve gathered enough
prospectuses and material to have caused
permanent injury to my arm!” Joseph Lea
added: “It’s made me think about different
universities. I’m now looking further afield
and attending Open Days in Manchester,
Leeds and Newcastle.”
On the Friday there was a celebratory
cinema trip with students travelling to the
Plaza community cinema in Crosby. They
enjoyed a private screening of the ironic
film choice Bad Teacher which was ‘quite
funny’ according to Steven Georgeson.
Indeed, Robyn Hornby was not just

laughing at the film - she couldn’t stop
laughing at Mr Joynson’s laugh!
Aaron Taylor summed up the events:
“Transition Week was a real insight into
taking your education to a higher level with
activities like university information days
and intense thirty minute sessions. It was a
real help for me, and no doubt other lower
sixth formers, in choosing a path into
higher education’.

Year 11
The second Transition Week marked the
progress of Year 11 students into Sixth
Form. This year, NLA has received its
highest number of applications, with
candidates coming from everywhere from
the Wirral to Wavertree! Over ninety
students attended the special week, which
provided an introduction to Sixth Form.
There were taster sessions in each
subject, an enterprise competition,
debates, quizzes, trips and awards.

They debated the ethics of publicising the
photos of Osama Bin Laden, became
cultured in classic art and music, were
puzzled by spaghetti trees and laughed and
learnt with each other. The Sixth Form team

would like to thank all the staff and students
for making the week such a success. We
look forward to welcoming all new sixth
formers in September with a three day
residential trip to Lancaster University.
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NLA students excel
in range of sports
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Girls’ athletics

“The highlight of the day
was the fact that NLA had
six students qualify for the
City Finals”

Girls from Years 7, 8 and 9 attended the North Liverpool
Schools tournament at Wavertree Athletics Centre. From
performance to behaviour and presentation, the girls
represented the school in an impeccable way which was
commented on by teachers from other schools.
The girls did very well in all events but qualified for the
finals in the following:
Lydia Jones (Year 7) - 2nd place shot-put
Janine Eden (Year 7) - 1st place javelin
Janine Eden, Caitlin Edwards, Chloe Skelland and Lydia
Jones (Year 7 relay team) - 3rd place
Beth Wright (Year 9) - 3rd place in long jump
Stevie McKenna (Year 9) - 3rd place 1500m

Golf

NLA students who attended Golf Leaders
Training have now organised and run a
Special Needs Schools Festival. To
increase the numbers of participants,
some other Academy students also
attended the festival. They integrated well
into the competition, helping the students
and taking part themselves. It was a well
organised competition by our Golf
Leaders and the other NLA students
enjoyed the experience and received
medals for taking part.

“It was a well
organised competition
by our Golf Leaders”

Cricket

NLA 80-6 wickets off 20 overs.
De La Salle 66-8 wickets off 20
overs - NLA won by 14 runs.
The Year 9 cricket team started
their Liverpool Schools’ Cup
competition against De La Salle
(DLS). After losing the toss and
being asked to bat, the lads were
confident on putting on a good
show after excellent batting
against Cardinal Heenan.
However, NLA were soon in
danger of being bowled out in
less than 10 overs by a good DLS
bowling attack. After 7 overs NLA
were unbelievably 18-6 and really
struggling to progress. Callum
Dowdall joined Nathan Cousins at
the crease and set about repairing
the innings. They showed great
temperament and skill and put
together a match turning
partnership of 61 runs. They can
be extremely proud of the
character and ability they
showed with their backs
against the wall. NLA’s total off
their 20 overs was 80-6 and
the lads knew they had to bowl
well to progress into the
quarter-finals against Bluecoat.
Daniel Ellicott and Tom Hateley opened the bowling
with great accuracy and restricted the DLS
batsmen in the first 8 overs. They required 21 runs
off the last 2 overs but an excellent catch on the
boundary by Anthony Berry sealed the win for the
Academy. Special mention must go to Caleb Eden,
who took a great catch, and Tom Kearney who
fielded brilliantly and of course Nathan and Callum
who batted so well in our innings. Well done lads.

Boys’ athletics

Boys from Years 7, 8 and 9 represented NLA at the Liverpool
City Athletics Championships. They gave a good account of
themselves and their behaviour was exemplary. A parent
even singled out the North Liverpool Academy as the best
school at the event in terms of behaviour and manners.
The highlight of the day was the fact that NLA had six
students qualify for the City Finals which took place the
following Monday. Standout performances came from Sean
Cline of Year 9 who achieved a third and second place finish
in the 400m and 2000m sprints respectively. All the boys
were an absolute credit to the Academy but, more
importantly, they were a credit to themselves.
Well done!

